Clean your life with

Nanotechnology of the future

Categories of products:
Premium class cleaning supplies
Premium class impregnation supplies

We know how the goods you posses are important to you.
We know that you worked hard for it.
We esteem your effort, that's why we want to show you the unique possibility to
take care of them and keep them save.
Get to know the advanced ISOKOR products.

ISOKOR Ireland is an exclusive distributor of innovative nanotechnology products
ISOKOR Sp. z o.o., an exclusive ISOKOR importer.
We offer full range of services in the professional application of nano-coat with
ISOKOR products on any surface.
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What makes ISOKOR products
so special?
Easy to use
Incredibly effective and efficient
Safety - PZH certification
Innovative formula - water-based products
Universality - for both house and industry
Products 100% ecological, biodegradable, antibacterial

... and the life
is easier
Official distributor:
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cleaning supplies

www.isokor.ie

premium class
ISOKOR Cleaner
ISOKOR Cleaner Fasada
ISOKOR Descaling
www.isokor.ie

premium class cleaning supply
effectively degreasing and spot removing

SOKOR Cleaner is an universal, gentle for
leather, antibacterial fat removing water-based
cleaner.
100% ecological, 100% natural and 100%
biodegradable, save for people and animals.
It has PZH certificate and european
antibacterial certificate.
Examples of application:
- kitchen hood, sink, pots, pans cleaning,
- fabrics cleaning, eg. removing spots from
clothes, tablecloths, upholstery,
- floors cleaning,
- industrial machines, coachwork, engines
cleaning,
- polished and unpolished glass, pottery, plastic
materials, varnished surfaces, stainless steel,
chrome cleaning.
Available in packets:
100ml, 500ml, 1000ml, 5000ml.

www.isokor.ie
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ISOKOR Cleaner
Shake befefore use the ISOKOR CLEANER product. If the surface is
very dirty, there may be the need to repeat the process of
cleaning. ISOKOR CLEANER spray and rub onto the whole surface.
The product should be applied for no longer than 3-5 minutes, it
cannot dry. Well wipe and rinse the dirt and the product. It the
surface is very dirty, it's easier to clean it with the brush or sponge.
When the surface is clean, degreased and dry, you can apply
ISOKOR impregnation supplies.
Storage: In the original closed packet, in temperature 5-35°С.
Protect against direct sun radiation. Protect against freeze!
The product should be used within 2 years from the date of
production.

ISOKOR Cleaner
www.isokor.ie
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premium class cleaning supply
effectively cleans concrete and brick-built
surfaces
ISOKOR Cleaner is an elevation cleaning supply
without any chemicals, 100% ecological,
biodegradable, antibacterial.
Effectively removes dirt, algae, mould, moss
and lichen and it's totally save for health and
the environment.

Examples of application:
- elevation cleaning,
- roofs cleaning,
- paving stone cleaning,
- removing of moss, lichen and algae,
- fences cleaning,
- cleaning of brick-built surfaces.

Available in packets:
5000ml.

www.isokor.ie
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ISOKOR Cleaner

Fasada

Shake before use ISOKOR CLEANER Fasada. Best apply with the
pressure washers.
When the surface is clean, degreased and dry, you can apply
ISOKOR impregnation supplies.
Storage: In the original closed packet, in temperature 5-35°С.
Protect against direct sun radiation. Protect against freeze!
The product should be used within 2 years from
the date of production.

Isokor company offers full service of cleaning and impregnation of
the elevation of both detached houses and bigger buildings,
there's a possibility of high work.
We specialize in ecological elevation cleaning and we offer
competitive prices in relation to the prices of chemicals available
on the market.
The products are completely save for the surfaces. We provide a
guarantee on our services.

ISOKOR Cleaner

Fasada
www.isokor.ie
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premium class cleaning supply
effectively removes limescale
ISOKOR Descaling is limescale and dirt
removing product. Its optimal composition
enable limescale with all the dirt removing.
Don't use for: rubber, fabrics, leather, wood,
absorbent mineral surfaces and metals, except
for stainless steel and chrome.
It has PZH certificate and european
antibacterial certificate.
Examples of application:
- grout cleaning,
- bathroom fixtures cleaning,
- shower cabins cleaning,
- bath cleaning.
Available in packets:
100ml, 500ml, 1000ml, 5000ml.
With atomizer.
Composition in accordance with EU provision
648/2004: contain <5% surfactants cations.

www.isokor.ie
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ISOKOR Descaling
Shake before use ISOKOR DESCALING. Best apply with pressure
washer (atomizer). Rinse and dry after use.
When the surface is clean, degreased and dry, you can apply
ISOKOR impregnation supplies.
Storage: In the original closed packet, in temperature 5-35°С.
Protect against direct sun radiation. Protect against freeze.
The product should be used within 2 years from
the date of production.
Precautions:
Keep away from children
Keep in closed packaging
Do not inhale the vapours
Wash your hands with water and soap
After use in case of swallowing rinse mouth with water
DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING in case of skin (or hair) contact,
take the soiled clothes off and rinse the skin with water
In case of eye contact, rinse open eyes with water, remove
contacts and continue rinsing. Call the doctor immediately.

ISOKOR Descaling
www.isokor.ie
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impregnating
supplies

www.isokor.ie

premium class
ISOKOR Fabrics
ISOKOR Polisher
ISOKOR Building i ECO
www.isokor.ie

premium class
impregnating supply
effectively protects fabrics
ISOKOR Fabrics is a nanotechnology product
for impregnating and protecting all types of
fabrics, coloured, natural and artificial leather,
except for varnished leather. Do not use for
impregnated surfaces, it can cause
discolouration.
An ideal waterproof supply for maintaining
suede, polished leather, nappa, velour etc.
Overalls and boots protected in proper way
make them resistance against concentrated
acids and alkalis.
Consumption: 100 ml/1-2 m2, depending on the
level of absorptiveness of the surface.

Examples of application:
- clothes, overalls, shoes protection,
- upholstery, cabriolet roofs protection,
- backpacks, suitcases, purses protection,
- ofas and chairs protection.

Comes in:
100ml, 250ml, 500ml, 1000ml, 5000ml packets.
With atomizer.

www.isokor.ie
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ISOKOR Fabrics
Invisible coat on the surface of fabrics and leather strongly repels water and dirt.
A coat of the product can resist extreme strains - it can shortly resist concentrated acids
and alkalis.
Dirty fabrics become clean again after rinsing with clean water. There's a self-cleaning
effect on the surfaces that are exposed to atmospheric conditions. It means that not
only raindrops are removed from the protected surface, but also dirt.

Qualities of the protected surface

strong water- and greaseproof effect,
evidently less dirt stays at the surface and the surface stays steam- and gas-permeable
invisible protective coat covers every fibre and protects
it against unfavourable impact of the environment, like dirt and humidity totally
harmless for your health no dangerous solvents
resistant to concentrated acids and alkalis (no longer than 10 minutes)
a coat of the product is resistant to UV light and abrasion
the product keeps clothes breath

Application

The surface should be clean, dry and degreased, free from amylum and softeners.
Shake the product before use (about 5 seconds). Spray the product evenly until the
fabric is damp. Wipe the excess amount of the product (if the fabric do not absorb
everything). Use the product between 5-35°С. Drying takes 2-3 hours. The active
substances start to react chemically - the process ends after 24 hours.
During this time do not expose the surface to any mechanical or chemical factors.
After 24 hours the surface is ready to use.

Best use before:

2 years from the date of production.

ISOKOR Fabrics
www.isokor.ie
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premium class
impregnating supply
effectively protect glass, glazed surfaces and
metalwork items
ISOKOR Polisher is a nanotechnology product
that enables to impregnate glass, glazed
surfaces and metalwork items, including
stainless steel, chrome, varnished surfaces, plastic, gel coat.
Consumption: 100 ml/10-20 m2 depending on
the surface's absorptiveness.
Exapmles of application:
- window glasses, mirrors, car glasses
protection,
- car paint, cockpit protection,
- solar panels protection,
- washbasins, shower cabins, acrylic baths
protection,
- glazed ceramic tiles protection,
- window frames protection.

Comes in:
100ml, 250ml, 500ml, 1000ml packets.
With atomizer.

www.isokor.ie
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ISOKOR Polisher
Application

The surface should be clean, dry and degreased before application.

Surface preparation: larger instances of soiling should be removed with water

and cleaned with ISOKOR CLEANER - gently shake before use and apply to the
surface. Apply the product on the surface with a sponge. Leave ISOKOR CLEANER to
work for no longer than 3 minutes, do not let it dry. Rinse the soiling and
ISOKOR CLEANER with water and dry with wiper.
If the surface is not completely dry before applying the product, the process should be
repeated.

Direct application: Apply ISOKOR Polisher on a clean, dry, degreased surface. Shake

gently before use (about 5 seconds). Spray the product on the surface in temperature 5 - 30°
С. Better use on small areas (40 cm x 40 cm or 2 or 3 applications aerosol from the package)
and polish until dry with cotton or microfibre towel (attention: the surface should be polished,
do not let the product dry itself).

Attention: The product cannot have contact with water and dampness while

applying. The active substances start to react chemically - the process ends after 24
hours. During this time do not expose the surface to any mechanical or chemical
factors.
It can be damaged especially by mechanical pressure.
In this case the application should be repeated on the damaged areas.

Storage: In the original closed packet, in temperature 5-35°С. Protect against direct

sun radiation. Pretext against freeze. Once opened, store in well-closed packages no
longer than 6 months.

ISOKOR Polisher
www.isokor.ie
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premium-class
impregnating supply

effectively protects elevations, brick-built
elements
ISOKOR Building is a nanotechnology product
for protecting concrete, classic elevation made
of new materials eg. acrylic, all types of
pargets, mineral surfaces, like limestone,
sandstone, basalt, natural marble, granite, and
other natural materials, artificial stone, brick,
concrete roofs, ceramic roofs, painted wood.

Examples of application:
- elevation protection,
- wooden garden furniture,
- grout protection,
- wooden fences, logs protection,
- small walls protection.

Comes in:
1000ml, 5000ml packages.
With atomizer(1000ml).

www.isokor.ie
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ISOKOR Building i ECO
Application: Apply the ISOKOR Building product with

an airbrush (low pressure) in temperature between
5-35°С in low humidity. Drying time: about 60 mins.
Remove the excess of the product with a dry clean
towel after 10 minutes after application. The reaction
ends after 24 hours and the surface is ready to use.

During this time do not expose the surface to any
mechanical or chemical factors. They may affect the
lasting and functionality of the protection. The 24 hours
after the product was applied, the temperature of the
surface should not drop under 3°C.

Storage: In the original closed packet, in temperature
5-35°С. Protect against direct sun radiation.
Protect against freeze.
Once opened, store in well-closed packages no longer
than 6 months.

Consumption depending on the level of
absorptiveness of the surface:

100 ml/0,7-1м2 - painted wood.
100 ml/1-2м2 - mineral surfaces.

ISOKOR Building i ECO
www.isokor.ie
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We care about the world.
We care about you.

www.isokor.ie

